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Data loss and operational failures caused
by ransomware threaten your daily business?
Use Mail-Control to precisely check your
Mail-Security for current threats and prevent
damage from cyber attacks.

www.av-atlas.org
www.av-test.org

MAIL-CONTROL – MAIL-SECURITY TESTING

Mail-Control by AV-ATLAS
Check your Mail-Security
Targeted attacks, so-called Advanced Persistent Threats, on companies and governmental organisations usually start by E-Mail. Even one wrong click can lead to the
spread of malware in important parts of the company network, or in the worst case, to a production stop, data loss and costly damage.
With Mail-Control you can check the reliability of your Mail-Security against current malware campaigns. Based on the detection systems of the Threat Intelligence
Platform AV-ATLAS, the continuous review of your Mail-Security is carried out in real time by using controlled Malware-Mails.
E-Mail systems checked with Mail-Control are also awarded with the seal „Mail-Security verified by AV-ATLAS“. Thus you strengthen your communication with
customers by actively pointing out your defence against mail-based cyber attacks.
Mail-Control is a security solution from the renowned AV-TEST Institute, which has years of expertise in cyber security and malware research. Get your free consultation and request your free trial today.

The „Mail-Control – Mail-Security Testing by AV-ATLAS“ service
includes the following:
Test the protection efficacy of your Mail-Security. How safely are spam mails intercepted?
Is there an „overblocking“ compared to regular E-Mails?
Real Malware Mail campaigns are used, for example ransomware and Emotet, collected by AV-TEST through
its own honeypots.
	Continuous monitoring of the Mail-Security makes it immediately visible if a mail-based attack is not intercepted
by the security systems.
	You can realistically assess and optimise the security situation and the protective effect of your Mail-Security
against current attacks.
Free 5-day test phase (with selected mail contingent).

Request your
free test phase now!
Phone: +49 391 6075460

You can find additional information on our website,
or simply get in touch with us directly at +49 391 6075460.
AV-TEST GmbH | Klewitzstraße 7 | 39112 Magdeburg | Germany

www.av-atlas.org
www.av-test.org

Mail: info@av-test.de

